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Abstract: 15 
One of the main obstacles for the use of thermoelectric generators (TEGs) in vehicles is the highly variable 16 
thermal loads typical of driving cycles. Under these conditions it will be virtually impossible for a conventional 17 
heat exchanger to avoid both thermal dilution under low thermal loads and TEG overheating under high thermal 18 
loads. The authors have been exploring an original heat exchanger concept able to address the 19 
aforementioned problems. It uses a variable conductance thermosiphon-based phase-change buffer between 20 
the heat source and the TEGs so that a nearly constant, optimized temperature is obtained regardless of 21 
operating conditions. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the thermal control feature of the system is unique 22 
among existing TEG concepts. The novelty of the present work is the actual computation of operating pressure 23 
and temperature and the corresponding vaporization and condensation rates inside the thermosiphon system 24 
during driving cycles along with the assessment of the influence of the volumes and pre-charge pressure on 25 
electrical output. The global energy and emission savings were also computed for a typical yearly driving 26 
profile. It was observed that indeed the concept has unparalleled potential for improving the efficiency of 27 
vehicles using TEGs, with around 6% fuel and CO2 emissions savings using the system. This seems a 28 
breakthrough for such light duty applications since the efficiency of conventional (passive) systems is strongly 29 
deprecated by thermal dilution under low thermal loads and the need to by-pass high thermal load events to 30 
avoid overheating. On the contrary, the present concept allows the control of the hot face temperature of the 31 
TEGs even under highly variable thermal load (i.e. driving cycle) environments.  32 
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 35 
1. Introduction 36 
The quest for reducing energy consumption, pollutants and greenhouse-gas (GHG) emissions is one 37 
of the main factors affecting the automotive industry research nowadays [1–3]. In terms of fuel 38 
consumption, the 2020 European Union target equates to approximately 4.1 L/100 km of petrol or 39 
3.6 L/100 km of diesel. These targets will likely be even more restrictive for 2025 [4].  40 
The internal combustion engine (ICE) dominance is being challenged by emerging technologies with 41 
long-term sustainability potential [1,5]. Moreover, there is a push from several EU countries to ban 42 
fossil fuel vehicles in the midterm, especially Diesels [6]. But it would be naïve to dismiss the current 43 
importance of research of ICE-based vehicles, as it enables a smooth, non-disruptive transition 44 
towards sustainable transportation [7]. A substantial improvement in overall vehicle efficiency has 45 
been achieved by the automotive industry over the years, not only through the internal combustion 46 
engine (ICE) improvement, e.g., by the enhancement of fuel-air mixing, introduction of 47 
turbocharging, variable valve timing systems, overexpansion [8–10] but also by the introduction of 48 
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innovative solutions that improve the global energetic efficiency of the vehicle. Vehicle full 49 
electrification [11] or hybridization through the use of efficiency-oriented range extenders [12] and 50 
kinetic energy recovering systems [13], are some examples of the strategies adopted for that purpose, 51 
but other ways, such as waste heat recovery systems which produce electricity on-board, are also 52 
becoming attractive given the increasing degree of electrification of vehicles [2,14]. 53 
1.1. Waste heat recovery systems  54 
In fact, the most abundant source of waste heat energy in ICEs is the one contained in the exhaust 55 
gases, whose temperature can sometimes surpass 700ºC. That energy amount is of the same order of 56 
magnitude as the mechanical energy provided to the driveshaft [2,3]. Additionally, due to its high 57 
temperature, it displays a good recovery potential from a second law of thermodynamics standpoint 58 
[8,9,13,14]. 59 
One of the prominent waste heat recovery applications for the exhaust flow is the use of 60 
thermodynamic cycles such as the Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) [15]. These systems may surpass 61 
efficiencies around 15% in automotive environment, although being mechanically complex [16] . 62 
Another attractive solution to harvest the energy released by exhaust gases consists on transforming 63 
it directly into electrical power avoiding moving parts and the corresponding maintenance costs. This 64 
is possible when using thermoelectric generators (TEGs), which produce electricity when there is a 65 
temperature difference across the module faces because of the Seebeck effect [2,3,17,18]. The exhaust 66 
gases heat the hot face and a cooling circuit keeps the opposite face (cold face) at as low a temperature 67 
as possible. Efficiencies of commercially available TEG modules are around 5% for the automotive 68 
temperature range [15], typically lower than those of ORC systems, although a lot of work has been 69 
developed recently in nanostructured materials and the exploring phenomena such as quantum 70 
confinement, which may increase the efficiency to values closer to ORC [2,17].  Due to their 71 
simplicity, lack of maintenance and scalability, several vehicle manufacturers have been exploring 72 
the potential of these systems for achieving fuel efficiency improvements above 10% [3,19–22]. 73 
 74 
1.2. Energy Savings 75 
In conventional vehicles a significant amount of mechanical power must be diverted from the engine 76 
to auxiliary components such as pumps, AC compressor and the alternator [9]. If the electrical energy 77 
normally provided by the alternator could be instead provided by waste energy recovery systems, 78 
then the fuel consumption and GHG emissions would be significantly reduced. 79 
In the extensive monitoring program of light duty vehicles made by the Idaho National Laboratory 80 
[23], the electric power consumption of the auxiliary loads was measured for four different vehicles. 81 
Benchmark testing was done for standard driving cycles on a dynamometer. These vehicles were also 82 
tested on the road for a 12 month period. The average measured power supplied by the alternator was 83 
around 500 W. 84 
Additionally, if mechanically-driven auxiliaries such as AC compressors, water and oil pumps were 85 
also substituted by electric driven ones and all auxiliaries then powered by energy recovery systems 86 
such as TEGs and regenerative braking, then the fuel savings could be even greater. Some references 87 
can be found relating typical net power, consumption and/or efficiency of these auxiliaries [24–28]. 88 
It already highlights the advantages of using electrically-driven auxiliaries given their typically higher 89 
efficiency and flexibility of operation. Thus, waste energy recovery technologies could power these 90 
components eliminating their engine mechanical load, with these savings being multiplied since a 91 
given mechanical saving corresponds to an even higher fuel saving through the component/engine 92 
efficiency chain. 93 
Table 1 summarizes the net power, efficiency and consumed mechanical power of several auxiliaries 94 
obtained from literature for the average engine speeds of the driving cycles tested in the present work 95 




Table 1 – Estimated net power, efficiency and engine mechanical power consumed by auxiliary 98 
components present in a light vehicle  99 
Component Net Power @ 2k/3k 
rpm [W] 
Avg Efficiency @ 
2k/3k rpm [%] 
Mech Power @ 2k/3k 
rpm [W] 
Ref. 
Alternator ~500 [23] 55/50 909/1000 [25,27] 
Water pump 185/186 38/48 493/388 [26] 
Air conditioning - - 475 [24] 
Oil pump 74/138 40/37 186/373 [28] 
 100 
 101 
1.3. Temperature controlled TEG generator 102 
There are some challenges typical of TEG systems. On one hand, their output is very sensible to the 103 
thermal level as it is proportional to the square of the temperature difference across the thermoelectric 104 
elements. Therefore, the performance will be highly impacted if the temperature at the hot face of the 105 
TEG modules is not close to the modules’ limit temperature [18]. On the other hand, if the heat 106 
exchangers are designed to maximize heat absorption, the risk of overheating becomes real for the 107 
case of exhaust heat recovery applications, as commercially available TEGs are temperature limited. 108 
For that reason, the TEG systems normally found in literature are designed for a limited range of 109 
exhaust powers and then incorporate by-pass valves to divert part or all the exhaust flux from the heat 110 
exchanger during high thermal load events to avoid system meltdown [19–22]. Unfortunately, the 111 
total available exhaust energy in typical urban driving is limited. The fact that most existing systems 112 
waste a substantial portion of this energy might ultimately justify their poor performance [29]. That 113 
is why a concept that would be able to somehow control the thermal level at which the exhaust heat 114 
would be delivered to the TEG modules could provide breakthrough performance for automotive 115 
TEGs and possibly render them viable for real world applications. 116 
One way of controlling the temperature of a heat absorption process is to use phase change. These 117 
phenomena occur at very specific temperature ranges which depend solely on pressure [30]. Heat 118 
Pipes (HPs) and Thermosiphons (TSs) are devices which operate based on phase change, and several 119 
works involving these devices in conjunction with TEGs have been performed [31]. TSs and HPs 120 
may indeed improve the heat transfer both at the heat source and at the heat sink of TEG modules 121 
since the thermal resistance of phase change processes is generally quite low [32]. However, the 122 
control over the temperature of the heat transfer process using these devices requires that HPs and 123 
TSs also contain a non-condensable gas inside them. The saturation (boiling) temperature of the phase 124 
change fluid will be a function of the pressure of this gas.  125 
Previous papers from the authors have shown some quite original concepts developed using these 126 
variable conductance thermo-siphon (TS) devices. Through the application of these it was possible, 127 
not only to keep the thermal resistance of the system to a minimum [29], but also to passively control 128 
the operating temperature of TEGs, avoiding both thermal dilution and overheating [33–35]. This is 129 
quite a unique feature among TEGs and the present paper is a continuation of these works. 130 
So, variable conductance TS (VCTS) are heat transfer devices with a high heat transfer rate due to 131 
their fundamental principle of phase changing  (Fig. 1). The variable conductance designation refers 132 
to the ability of the TS to vary the active heat transfer area of the heat sink (condenser) depending on 133 
the heat rate absorbed at the heat source (evaporator). This is only possible due to the presence of the 134 
non-condensable gas in addition to the phase change fluid. The VCTS consists of a closed 135 
chamber/pipe containing a phase change liquid at the bottom (evaporator) and a pressurized non-136 
condensable gas filling the rest of the volume. The evaporator is linked to a condenser to where the 137 
TEG modules are attached (Fig. 1). As the TS starts absorbing heat from the exhaust, the water will 138 
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heat up and eventually boil, generating vapour. As further heat is supplied to the system, the vapour 139 
will gradually fill more and more volume of the TS, and the non-condensable gas will be compressed 140 
by the vapour and reduce its volume. Interestingly, there is a stratification of both the condensable 141 
and non-condensable gases observed experimentally [33,34]  and the heat transfer will occur mainly 142 
along the vapour region (Fig. 1), with the non-condensable gas region being able to be treated, in 143 
practical terms, approximately adiabatically. The area of the condenser occupied by vapour will be 144 
proportional to the thermal load. The heat will therefore be transmitted to the modules by the 145 
condensation of the vapour. These condensates will then fall back to the evaporator, restarting the 146 
process. When there is a decrease in the exhaust thermal load, the rate of vapour condensation will 147 
exceed the rate of vaporization such that the area of the condenser condensing the vapour will 148 
decrease. This happens when there is a drop on the exhaust thermal load [33–35]. 149 
Associated with the variable active area characteristic of the system is the ability to process the heat 150 
transfer at a controlled temperature irrespective of thermal load. In fact, the heat will always be 151 
transferred to the modules at the boiling temperature of the working fluid. This temperature will 152 
depend solely on the internal pressure of the system. Therefore, if the internal pressure can be 153 
controlled within certain limits, so will the temperature [33–35]. Basically, the pressure will be a 154 
function of the total volume of the system and of the masses and densities of the fluids present inside 155 
the TS. The higher the volume, the less the pressure will vary between idle and full load. 156 
Initial models by the authors have considered that volume was sufficiently high so as to consider the 157 
pressure as constant, and indeed this was confirmed experimentally [33–35]. Unfortunately, large 158 
volumes are not practical for implementation in a vehicle, so it would be important that the modelling 159 
would allow to compute the variation of pressure during system operation and for a finite system 160 
volume. 161 
The concept of Fig. 1a can be implemented as a generator like the one presented in Fig. 1b, which is 162 
the geometry simulated in the present research and which resembles the proof-of-concept lab 163 
prototype being tested by the authors. It has a separated evaporator and condenser and it includes a 164 
buffer, which is an additional volume located at the top of the condenser that can accommodate excess 165 
vapour production in high thermal load events, when the condenser exceeds its maximum capacity. 166 
It then supplies this excess when the thermal load falls. This way, the condenser will remain fully 167 
active for a longer time. 168 
If there is more vapour than the condenser can handle and the buffer can store, the excess vapour will 169 
be condensed in a secondary heat exchanger (“Excess Power Condenser”) thus preventing further 170 
pressure rise. It is necessary to assess the influence of these elements in the overall performance of 171 
the device. A prototype which conveniently implements this concept in a real vehicle is still being 172 
developed, but of course the evaporator will be located along the exhaust pipe after the catalyst, while 173 
the location of the condenser will be more flexible, as it may be installed anywhere near it, as long as 174 
it is above it and it is at least slightly inclined to allow for gravity assist. The condenser may be more 175 
compact by having more modules and TS stacked in parallel. The connection to the vehicle power 176 
electronics system of the auxiliaries/battery will be done as usual, through Maximum Power Point 177 
Tracking electronics feeding the system, probably with several converters for the various voltage 178 
levels. This concept will be most suitable in a heavy duty vehicle, where spatial constraints are less 179 
of an issue. Nevertheless, the current work has focused on a light duty vehicle application. This was 180 
done not only because it is the biggest market segment but also because it is an especially challenging 181 
application in terms of available thermal power and variability, a situation where the developed model 182 
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 (a) (b) 186 
 Fig. 1 - (a) Outline of the operation of a Variable Conductance Thermosiphon heat exchanger with 187 
exhaust gases as heat source and thermoelectric modules as heat sink, (b) Exhaust heat exchanger 188 
based on the same concept. 189 
 190 
The present publication details for the first time the algorithm developed for calculating the dynamic 191 
variation of the internal pressure and temperature during highly variable driving cycles  (the rest of 192 
the model was already detailed in previous publications [34,35]). The influence of system volume 193 
and system pre-charge pressure on system performance is assessed. Finally, a system with a roughly 194 
optimized configuration is assessed for typical European driving profiles, calculating the energy and 195 
CO2 emissions savings obtained with the system. Also the maximum potential savings are estimated 196 
for the cases where waste energy recovery systems would enable one to eliminate the alternator or 197 
even allow for the substitution of the AC compressor, the water and oil pumps by electrically driven 198 
components and fed by the electricity generated by these systems. 199 
 200 
2. Modelling 201 
2.1. Global approach 202 
The ultimate goal of the model developed is to calculate the output electric power of the TEGs along 203 
a driving cycle. The model predicts the instantaneous exhaust load, the total thermal power absorbed 204 
by the system, the heat crossing the modules, the heat sources and sinks therein and the resulting 205 
temperature differential across the TE pellets which determines the voltage generated by the system. 206 
To obtain these predictions, conduction, convection, boiling and thermoelectric effects are modelled 207 
accordingly, using either numerical finite difference schemes or empirical correlations. 208 
The vehicle and engine models predict the required instantaneous engine map position (torque, speed) 209 
to fulfil the driving cycle and the corresponding exhaust flow rate and inlet temperature for each time 210 
step [37]. The engine model is based on steady-state engine maps [10,36]. These models have already 211 
been described elsewhere [35] , and included validation with a small prototype [34]. 212 
The thermosiphon (TS) model governs the heat transfer along the whole system, from the absorption 213 
of the heat at the exhaust flow to the rejection of heat absorbed at the cold face of the modules to the 214 
water cooling flow. The present article details only the algorithm for computing the masses, volumes 215 




















































the model for constant pressure, already presented before [34,35], only briefly described here. The 217 
solution algorithm is outlined in Fig. 2. 218 
 219 
 220 
Fig. 2 - Scheme of the thermosiphon model 221 
 222 
Basically, the TS model incorporates the following sub-models, which are only separated 223 
conceptually, as they depend on and interact with each other: 224 
- Exhaust heat exchanger/Evaporator: this sub-model receives as an input the exhaust gas temperature 225 
and flow rate and then computes the heat absorbed by the system, the temperature levels and the 226 
boiling rates on the inside of the TS if saturation conditions have been met. It will depend on the 227 
convection at the finned outer surface of the TS in contact with the gases, on the conduction through 228 
the walls of the TS and finally on the natural convection/nucleate boiling on the inside. These 229 
calculations are performed using a unsteady 1D heat transfer finite difference scheme which has 230 
already been presented in previous publications and uses relevant forced convection, natural 231 
convection and nucleate boiling empirical correlations [34,35]. The boiler used in these simulations 232 
is a staggered pipe HE as described in [35], but the concept may also be implemented with a compact 233 
boiler similar to an Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) cooler. 234 
- Condenser/TEGs/Cooling: This sub-model computes the heat transfer between the active TS 235 
condenser region (fourteen 10mm pipes), the TEG modules and the cooling system (finned water 236 
cooling plates). Again, most of this modelling has been presented before [34,35]. It accounts for the 237 
heat transfer by film condensation at the area of the condenser which is occupied by vapour (also 238 
called the active condenser region), the heat transfer by conduction through the inner condenser walls, 239 
the modules attached to the outer condenser walls and the convection at the cooling plates. The heat 240 
transfer scheme used is a 1D quasi-steady state scheme accounting for localized and distributed heat 241 
sources and sinks due to Joule and Peltier effects. The electric power generated due to the Seebeck 242 
effect is a consequence of the temperature levels obtained in these calculations. The electric current 243 
obtained in these computations will also affect the thermal calculations through the Joule and Peltier 244 
effects. 245 
- Interaction model: This sub-model will combine the results from the Exhaust heat exchanger / 246 
Evaporator sub-model and the Condenser/TEGs/Cooling model. It computes the volumes occupied 247 
by each fluid (liquid water, vapour and non-condensable gas) in the system. It will also compute the 248 
active region of the condenser, that is, the region of the condenser occupied by vapour and not by 249 
Exhaust gases thermal input 
Convection at exhaust, conduction across TS, nat. convection/boiling in the evaporator. 
Calculate air, water, vapour masses and volumes and resulting active condenser length. 
Heat transfer at condenser/module/cooling section Electric power production at modules. 
Re-calculate air, water, vapour masses and volumes due to condensation. 
Calculate buffer vapour, excess vapour. 




non-condensable gas. The computation of pressure, which is a novelty of the present analysis, is also 250 
computed at the end of these calculations. 251 
Some assumptions made are worth noting: The non-condensable gas (air) is considered as an ideal 252 
gas, while the phase-change fluid (water) displays compressed liquid or saturated vapour properties 253 
according to its liquid or vapour phase. Pressure variations along the TS have been neglected with 254 
vapour having been considered as isothermal. A perfect stratification of vapour and non-condensable 255 
gas has been considered, based on literature and previous experimental evidence, with the non-256 
condensable gas being treated as adiabatic. Given complete stratification, the impact of the non-257 
condensable gas on the heat transfer coefficient at the vapour region has been neglected. An 258 
equilibrium pressure and the active region (the region occupied by vapour) was calculated for each 259 
time step based on mass and volume computations for all fluids (liquid, vapour, non-condensable 260 
gas). Boiling and condensing rates were derived from the calculated heat fluxes at the walls and from 261 
the latent heat of liquid/vapour phases change. Average thermoelectric properties have been evaluated 262 
for the average temperature of the TE elements. 263 
 264 
2.2. Interaction model description 265 
The calculation of the energy absorbed by the system, 𝐸𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑛, for time step ∆𝑡, is an integral part of 266 
the heat transfer model of the exhaust heat exchanger [35]. This energy may be positive (the working 267 
fluid is being heated by the exhaust flow) or negative (exhaust is cooler than water and cooling it). 268 
Also, the liquid water may be instantaneously below, under or above saturation conditions. So, there 269 
are several possible physical scenarios that can occur, as outlined in Table 2. 270 
Table 2 – Possible heat transfer scenarios for the evaporator 271 
Scenario I Scenario II Scenario III Scenario IV Scenario V Scenario VI 
𝑬𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍 𝒊𝒏 > 𝟎 
𝑻𝑻𝑺 < 𝑻𝒃𝒐𝒊𝒍 
𝑬𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍 𝒊𝒏
< 𝑬𝒕𝒐 𝒃𝒐𝒊𝒍𝒊𝒏𝒈 
Water/HE 







𝐸𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑛 > 0 
𝑇𝑇𝑆 < 𝑇𝑏𝑜𝑖𝑙  
𝐸𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑛













𝐸𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑛 > 0 










𝐸𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑛 < 0 







HE (abrupt  
thermal load 
decrease) 
𝐸𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑛 < 0 






Water is hotter 
than HE and 
above saturation 
conditions. 
Heat released to 




𝐸𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑛 < 0 
𝑇𝑇𝑆 > 𝑇𝑏𝑜𝑖𝑙  
 
 
Water/HE body cooling 
and vapour production 
 
Water is hotter than HE 
and above saturation 
conditions. 
Heat released to the HE 
is not sufficient to 
achieve non-saturated 
conditions, so it releases 
the rest as latent heat 
until achieving saturation 
 272 
Depending on the initial water temperature and on the amount of heat supplied during that time step, 273 
the water may only heat up (Scenario I), undergo a heating, up to the saturation conditions, followed 274 
by boiling with the remaining heat (Scenario II), or only boil (Scenario III). Other analogous scenarios 275 
are possible for the case where 𝐸𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑛 is negative (water is being cooled by the cooler exhaust stream 276 
due to a sudden drop in thermal load). This cooling may occur always below saturation conditions 277 
(Scenario IV) or above saturation conditions. For the latter case the  cooling of the phase change fluid 278 
may be sufficient to achieve non-saturated conditions. If not the remaider of the heat will be released 279 
as latent heat until achieving saturation (Scenario VI). 280 
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When the TS water temperature, 𝑇𝑇𝑆, is lower than the boiling temperature, 𝑇𝑏𝑜𝑖𝑙, the energy needed 281 
for the water and the metal parts to achieve boiling/saturation conditions, 𝐸𝑡𝑜 𝑏𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔, is calculated 282 
through (1). 283 
 284 
𝐸𝑡𝑜 𝑏𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 =  (𝑚𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑝𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 + 𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑝𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 )(𝑇𝑏𝑜𝑖𝑙
𝑝−1 − 𝑇𝑇𝑆
𝑝−1),  (1) 285 
 286 
The mass of metal, 𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙, with a given specific heat capacity, 𝑐𝑝𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 , is added to simulate the 287 
thermal inertia of the generator. The water/HE temperature variation due to sensible heat is calculated 288 
according to (2).  289 
 290 
𝑇𝑇𝑆





,     (2) 291 
 292 
 When water is under saturation conditions (𝑇𝑇𝑆 = 𝑇𝑏𝑜𝑖𝑙), the mass of generated vapour will be 293 
calculated by dividing the boiling energy 𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑝 by the latent heat of vaporization, ∆ℎ𝐿𝑉. As for the 294 
total vapour and water masses, 𝑚𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑟, 𝑚𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟, they need to be updated due to this generation of 295 
vapour. 296 
When 𝐸𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑛 < 0 the heat transfer direction is reversed, that is, the water is releasing heat to the 297 
exhaust because it is hotter than it (low exhaust gas power, as when fuel injection is cut during vehicle 298 
decelerations). It may lose heat to the exhaust in the form of sensible heat according to (2) or also by 299 
latent heat. The temperature of the liquid water may be temporarily above saturation conditions (a 300 
non-equilibrium condition) and therefore there is excess energy (calculated similarly to (1)) that is 301 
released. If the excess energy is lower than 𝐸𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑛 (scenario V), then the water will release heat to 302 
the cooler TS walls according to (2) and its final status will be below saturation conditions with no 303 
vaporization occurring. Otherwise, (scenario VI), the remainder of the excess energy will be released 304 
to generate vapour. This can be seen as non-equilibrium superheated liquid water that instantly cools 305 
down to saturated conditions by generating vapour. 306 
Regardless of the situation under effect, the volumes of vapour and water must be determined by 307 
dividing the corresponding masses by their densities. The air volume will be calculated by subtracting 308 
the total volume by the vapour and water volumes. Note that liquid water will also vary its density 309 
slightly depending on temperature.  310 
 311 
2.3. Condenser – TEGs 312 
Once the volumes of water and vapour become higher than the internal volumes of the evaporator 313 
and the flange (volume existing between the evaporator and the condenser) some vapour volume will 314 
start to be present inside the condenser and therefore heat will be released by the condensing vapour 315 
to the TEGs at the active condenser zone. The model for the condenser region and the TE modules 316 
was presented in earlier work [34,35]. It includes the thermoelectric effects such as diffuse and 317 
localized heat sources and sinks due to the Joule and Peltier effects. It is a quasi-steady-state model 318 
something justified by considering that the oscillations in thermal input will be damped by the thermal 319 
inertia of the evaporator. A 1D heat transfer model is used, but incorporating conduction shape factors 320 
to consider the 3D effects and accounting for the all thermal resistances including contact resistances 321 
in all interfaces [38]. The condenser model uses the temperature of the water vapour (𝑇𝑏𝑜𝑖𝑙) and the 322 
active height of vapour in condenser (𝐿𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑟) as inputs, while the outputs are the condensation 323 
energy (𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑) and the TEGs electric power (𝑃𝑒). 324 
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At the condenser wall interface the heat transfer is considered to occur due to film condensation. The 325 
amount of condensed matter is quantified by dividing 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 divided by ∆ℎ𝐿𝑉.  326 
Subsequently, the vapour and water volumes, as well as the height of vapour in the condenser should 327 
be updated as explained above. 328 
If the vapour region exceeds the condenser limits, it will fill the buffer/storage volume. If it also 329 
exceeds the buffer limits it will be totally condensed by the excess vapour condenser.  330 
The non-condensable gas inside the system is compressed/expanded when vapour is 331 
produced/condensed, so it will affect the pressure. Under these circumstances, a new TS pressure 332 
(p𝐻𝑃
𝑢 ) and a new water boiling temperature (𝑇𝑏𝑜𝑖𝑙
𝑢 ) must be calculated. The pressure correction 333 
algorithm is iterative and done with the isothermal compression of a perfect gas. A relaxation factor 334 
is used to stabilize the results, avoiding pressure calculation instabilities. 335 
The boiling water temperature will vary since it is a function of the TS pressure. The vapour density 336 
will also vary for each iteration with pressure and temperature. The cycle stops and the pressure is 337 
assumed converged once the absolute error is less than 0.01 bar. After the condenser algorithm is 338 
completed, the calculation begins for a new time step in the evaporator model. 339 
 340 
2.4. Consumption and savings 341 
In order to compute the energy consumption of the vehicle, a driving cycle energy model [37] in 342 
combination with an engine model [10] have been used. The engine model provided the brake torque 343 
and power, the exhaust power and exhaust temperature maps as a function of engine load and speed. 344 
The driving cycle energy model provided the instantaneous power required to fulfill a given driving 345 
cycle based on the vehicle characteristics and the several energy requirements due to acceleration, 346 
rolling resistance (including tyre slip and friction due to sinuosity) aerodynamic drag resistance. This 347 
allowed calculating the instantaneous fuel consumption of the vehicle. The fuel and CO2 emissions 348 
savings were estimated by first calculating the instantaneous electric power produced by the TEG and 349 
then calculating the corresponding saving in fuel due to the reduction in alternator load. The CO2 350 
savings are directly obtained from the fuel savings since they are proportional. Two other savings 351 
calculations were made. One considering what would be the savings if the alternator could be 352 
eliminated altogether and electricity be supplied by the TEG and other energy recovery systems such 353 
as regenerative braking. The other considering not only that the alternator would be eliminated but 354 
also that a group of mechanical peripherals would be substituted by electric peripherals fed by energy 355 
recovery systems. 356 
 357 
3. Results and discussion 358 
As mentioned, in previous works the system was considered to have a sufficiently high volume so as 359 
to consider the variation of pressure as negligible [35]. This approach was successfully validated in 360 
those works, while the experimental observation of thermal control of thermoelectric generators using 361 
a variable conductance thermosiphon heat exchanger confirmed the viability of the present concept 362 
[33,34]. The main update of the model described in the present work is the ability to compute the 363 
evolution of pressure and corresponding boiling temperature inside the system instead of considering 364 
the constant pressure simplification. Therefore, the model was run for a set of conditions suitable to 365 
assess the influence of volume and initial and pressure on the performance of the system. The first 366 
results here presented assess the influence of both the volume of the expansion volume and of the 367 
buffer volume. These values were fixed in previous publications. The buffer corresponds to the extra 368 
volume that the vapour can occupy when the condenser is already full. Separating the buffer and the 369 
expansion volume is an excess vapour condenser, therefore, the expansion volume is a volume which 370 
has been added to the system downstream of the excess vapour condenser. So, the vapour will never 371 
reach it, only the non-condensable gas. Results were computed for two different driving cycles 372 
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(standard WLTP class 3 and custom Highway cycle) and combinations thereof. The simulation 373 
conditions are the same used for the standard case in [35]. 374 
 375 
3.1 Influence of expansion volume 376 
Fig. 3 highlights the evolution of pressure, module hot face temperature and electric power output 377 
along the custom Highway driving cycle, for several expansion volumes. As explained before, the 378 
expansion volume is the volume of the system located downstream of the excess vapour condenser. 379 
Because of this, no excess vapour can be accumulated in this volume. The higher this volume, the 380 
less will be the pressure variation of the system between low and high thermal loads.  381 
It may be seen in Fig. 3 that the higher the expansion volume, the less will pressure vary along the 382 
cycle. The pressure increases due to the vaporization of water within the interior of the system. It 383 
starts decreasing once the vaporization rate is lower than the condensation rate. It may be seen that 384 
until around 200 seconds into the cycle the pressure does not vary significantly. This is because the 385 
system is still heating up and no vapour is produced (Scenario I). Once boiling conditions are met 386 
(Scenario III), the increase in vapour content will cause an increase in the pressure. Pressure variation 387 
will be stronger the smaller the total volume of the system, because the non-condensable gas will act 388 
as a kind of pneumatic spring. The initial pressure was set so that the maximum allowable 389 
thermoelectric module temperature (250ºC) would be achieved in all simulations. It is worth noting 390 
that the system achieves full operation in several portions of the cycle. One of such occasions can be 391 
observed by the plateau occurring around 500 seconds. This plateau happens because the system is 392 
full of vapour, having occupied not only the whole condenser area, but also the whole buffer area 393 
located after the condenser. When the excess vapour starts to condense (on a separate heat exchanger) 394 
the pressure can no longer increase. The temperature of the hot face of the active modules may be 395 
seen in Fig. 3 b). It depends on the inner thermosiphon temperature, which is the boiling temperature 396 
for the pressure in that moment. But it will be smaller than the thermosiphon temperature as it will 397 
be deprecated by the several thermal resistances between the vapour and the module, including the 398 
condensation resistance. The higher these resistances, the higher will be the temperature drop between 399 
the vapour and the module hot face. 400 
A curious phenomenon may be observed in Fig. 3 b): for small expansion volumes, the maximum 401 
module temperature occurs for the highest thermal loads (for example, around 500 seconds), but the 402 
opposite occurs for high thermal loads (for example, at 1000 seconds). This may be explained by two 403 
phenomena. In the case of big expansion volume systems, the boiling temperature will vary very little 404 
between low and high thermal load. However, the thermal resistance due to film condensation will 405 
increase as the load of the condenser increases. This is a known issue in film condensation  since 406 
longer condensation films produce thicker liquid layers, which hamper condensation heat transfer 407 
[30]. This causes the temperature of the active modules to be highest when the condenser load is 408 
lowest, and vice versa. When the expansion volume is small, the pressure variations will be stronger 409 
between low load and high load. Although the thermal resistance also increases, the boiling 410 
temperature will rise and therefore the highest module temperatures will be achieved for higher 411 
thermal loads. Fig. 3 c) presents the resulting electrical power output of the system along the HW 412 
driving cycle. This electric power depends not only on the active condenser area (the area of the 413 
condenser filled by vapour instead of the non-condensable gas) but also on the temperature achieved 414 
at the hot and cold faces of the active TEG modules. It may be seen in Fig. 3 c) that the system with 415 
the lowest volume is the first one to start producing electricity. This is so because smaller systems 416 
need to start with a lower pressure, thus a lower boiling point. This makes it easier for the system to 417 
achieve boiling conditions, starting earlier. Fig. 3 c) also shows that the lower volume system induces 418 
a higher power stability, a kind of damping in the electric power curve. 419 
One would assume that bigger expansion volumes would allow a higher storage of excess vapour 420 
during high thermal load events. However, this is not the case. It may be seen in Fig. 3 c) that after 421 
the high load events end (for example, around 600 seconds) the fade in electric production is less 422 
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pronounced in smaller expansion volume simulations than in bigger ones, indicating that smaller, not 423 
bigger expansion volumes allow for more excess vapour storage. The reason for this counter-intuitive 424 
effect can be explained as follows: since all vapour going beyond the buffer will be condensed at the 425 
excess vapour condenser, the added expansion volume will not contribute for vapour storage. In 426 
reality, it is the buffer volume (the volume that is located between the main condenser and the excess 427 
vapour condenser) which effectively allows for excess vapour storage, not the expansion volume. In 428 
this case, the buffer volume is kept constant at 0.5 l. But this still does not explain why smaller 429 
expansion volumes seem to provide more storage than bigger ones. The reason for this can be seen 430 
in Fig. 3 a). Smaller expansion volumes induce a strong increase in pressure, (it can surpass 55 bar), 431 
whereas larger expansion volumes have fairly constant pressure values slightly above 40 bar. Stronger 432 
pressures mean much denser vapour, stored at a higher temperature. Therefore, it seems that for a 433 
given buffer volume, smaller expansion volumes will provide more mass of excess vapour storage 434 
than larger ones, and therefore, more energy. This induces higher average electric power output as 435 








Fig. 3 - Evolution of pressure (a), module hot face temperature (b) and electric power output (c) 438 
along the custom Highway driving cycle for several expansion volumes (buffer volume 0,5 l) 439 
 440 
Given the much higher average load of the HW cycle, its average electric power output is nearly the 441 
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average energy produced per unit distance, the results of the two cycles are much closer, as seen in 443 
Fig. 4 b). This means that the energetic performance of the system is similar for both cases and the 444 
system is able to efficiently absorb energy even with lower thermal load driving cycles as the WLTP 445 
cycle. 446 
It may further be seen that the expansion volume has less of an effect over the power produced in the 447 
WLTP3 cycle than the HW cycle. This might be linked with the smaller range of exhaust powers 448 
encountered in the WLTP3 cycle which yields a smaller pressure variation even with small expansion 449 
volumes.  450 
       451 
 452 
  
 (a) (b) 
Fig. 4 - Influence of expansion volume on (a) average electric power output and (b) energy 453 
produced per km (buffer size 0.5 l) 454 
 455 
3.2 Influence of buffer volume  456 
Fig. 5 shows the influence of different buffer volumes on the custom highway cycle for the pressure, 457 
temperature and electric power. As explained before, the buffer volume is the volume of the system 458 
located between the last row of modules and the excess vapour condenser. The higher this volume, 459 
the higher will be the accumulation of vapour under excess power events. 460 
Once again, it may be seen that the higher the volume, the lower the range of pressure and temperature 461 
variation. At the same time, increasing the buffer size relatively to the expansion volume size 462 
increases the vapour accumulation capacity. 463 
Fig. 6 shows the variation of the average electrical power output with the variation of the volume and 464 
buffer volume for both the HW and the WLTP3 cycle. It seems that for the high power HW cycle, 465 
larger buffer sizes tend to increase slightly the average output (around 40 W when increasing from a 466 
0.5 l buffer to one with 4 l). However, it seems preferable to use smaller buffer volumes because 467 
space is an issue and the difference between them reduces drastically for the smaller expansion 468 
volumes. Also, smaller buffers allow for a closer control over the maximum pressure during any given 469 
driving cycle. In fact, buffers which are much larger than expansion volumes will have much larger 470 
variations in pressure between 0% and 100% buffer. For the WLTP3 cycle, in dashed lines in Fig. 6, 471 
the electrical power output does not vary significantly for different expansion or buffer volume. This 472 












































Fig. 5 - variation of a) pressure b) hot face temperature c) electric power with time for different 475 
buffer volume in a custom highway cycle (expansion volume 0.5 l) 476 
Simulations were also performed for several buffer volumes with the same expansion volume and for 477 
several buffer volumes twice the expansion volume. It was observed that the electrical output is 478 
almost the same when the same volume proportion is applied between the two. Having the buffer 479 




Fig. 6 - Average electrical power output for different expansion and buffer volumes for the WLTP3 484 
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Fig. 7 shows the conversion efficiencies, for the HW and WLTP cycles, in relation to the total heat 486 
power available (dashed lines) and to the power that crosses the TEG modules. There we see that the 487 
buffer and expansion volume hardly influence the conversion efficiency based on the heat crossing 488 
the modules. 489 
 490 
 (a) (b) 
Fig. 7 - Conversion efficiency in relation to the total heat available (dashed lines) and in relation to 491 
the heat absorbed by the modules for different expansion and buffer volumes for (a) the custom 492 
highway cycle and b) the WLTP3 cycle. 493 
Now, when considering overall conversion efficiency (based on total available thermal power) it can 494 
be seen that bigger buffers tend to provide a substantially better overall conversion efficiency in the 495 
case of the HW cycle than in the case of the WLTP cycle. This is so because in the HW cycle the 496 
buffer is more active than in the case of the WLTP cycle. A buffer with 1 l and an expansion volume 497 
with 0.5 l seems to be a good compromise between performance and system volume. That is why this 498 
configuration is chosen for the rest of the results. 499 
 500 
3.3 Influence of the initial pressure 501 
The initial, or pre-charge pressure chosen for the system will affect the maximum pressure achieved 502 
by the system and therefore the thermal level of the system. It is important to note that the lower the 503 
TS temperature, the lower will be the TEG temperature (which is bad for electric power) but also a 504 
higher fraction of the exhaust heat may be absorbed because the TS is at a lower temperature. In 505 
previous theoretical and experimental works by the authors, the optimum TS temperature was found 506 
to be dependent on the available exhaust heat [34,39]. The higher the available exhaust heat, the 507 
higher will be the optimum temperature of the TS system. 508 
In Fig. 8 the electrical output and maximum temperature achieved at the TEG modules are plotted 509 
against the initial pressure (for standard conditions of a buffer/expansion volume of 1 l / 0.5 l). It may 510 
be seen that, for initial pressures above 1.2 MPa, the maximum allowed temperature in the custom 511 
highway cycle is exceeded, but the temperature achieved in the WLTP will only be excessive for 512 
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Fig. 8 - Electrical power and maximum TEG module temperature as a function of initial pressure 516 
(buffer volume 1 l, expansion volume 0.5 l). 517 
 518 
Note that the maximum initial pressure allowed for the highway cycle nearly coincides with the 519 
optimum point of electricity production for the WLTP3 cycle, which is around 1.5 MPa and not the 520 
3 MPa that would result in a higher temperature. So, it seems that an initial pressure around 1.2 MPa 521 
would roughly provide an optimum for the two driving cycles. This illustrates that when the available 522 
heat is not significant (like in the case of the WLTP3), it is better to work with lower 523 
pressure/temperature and absorb a higher fraction of the exhaust heat (larger active module area) than 524 
with a higher pressure, absorbing a lower fraction thereof. 525 
Fig. 9 illustrates the variation of the active condenser and buffer length along the WLTP3 cycle for 526 
three different initial pressures (0.5, 1.2 and 3.4 MPa). This cycle displays an initial light urban 527 
driving pattern, followed by a country road and finally a highway pattern. The higher the pressure, 528 
the higher will be the boiling temperature. The lowest initial pressure of 0.5 MPa allows for an earlier 529 
start of electrical production in the cycle, because the boiling temperature is lower. Also, more 530 
modules are active for a longer period (active condenser length is higher) but at a lower temperature. 531 
This illustrates the fact that while higher temperatures will yield higher powers per active module, 532 
the number of active modules will typically be less with higher temperatures. Actually, the higher the 533 
TS temperature, the lower will be the power absorbed from the exhaust since in the limit the exhaust 534 
will only cool down to the TS temperature. 535 
 536 
 537 
Fig. 9 – Influence of initial pressure on active condenser/buffer lengths in WLTP driving cycle 538 
(buffer volume 1 l, expansion volume 0.5 l). 539 
 540 
Fig. 10 displays the electric output and TEG hot face temperature along the WLTP3 cycle. it may be 541 
seen that a lower initial pressure provides an earlier vapour production but also yields a lower 542 
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Fig. 10 - Influence of initial pressure on temperature and electrical power along the WLTP driving 546 
cycle (buffer volume 1 l, expansion volume 0.5 l). 547 
 548 
Fig. 11, is similar to Fig. 9 but now for the HW cycle. This cycle has a much higher available thermal 549 
exhaust power in relation to the WLTP3 driving cycle as it includes an up-hill highway driving 550 
starting around 400 s. For being a higher duty driving cycle, the vapour is generated and electrical 551 
power is produced much earlier than in the WLTP3 driving cycle. For this same reason, the buffer is 552 




Fig. 11 - Influence of initial pressure on active condenser/buffer lengths percentage in HW driving 557 
cycle (buffer volume 1 l, expansion volume 0.5 l). 558 
 559 
Fig. 12 is similar to Fig. 10, but now power and TEG hot face temperature refer to the HW cycle. It 560 
shows that the average electrical power production is significantly higher as the initial pressure 561 
increases. For the initial pressure of 2.4 MPa there are some points in the cycle where the maximum 562 
allowed temperature (in the present case, 250ºC) is exceeded, which is not acceptable. Hence, the 563 
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Fig. 12 - Influence of initial pressure on temperature and electrical power along the HW driving 567 
cycle (buffer volume 1 l, expansion volume 0.5 l). 568 
 569 
3.4 Comparison with state-of-the-art 570 
A summary of the average and maximum powers obtained under both driving cycles for a fairly 571 
optimized system (1/0.5 litre of buffer/expansion volume, 1.2 MPa of initial pressure) is summarized 572 
in Fig. 13. It is worth noting that both the average powers (563W/283W for the HW/WLTP3 cycles, 573 
respectively), and he maximum powers (1.0kW and 0.87kW, respectively) seem to be highly 574 
promising for such a light duty vehicle. It is worth noting that basically what the system does is to 575 
allow for a substantial absorption of the exhaust heat without the risk of overheating or thermal 576 
dilution. Evidence for this is the fact that the net conversion efficiency around 4% for both cycles is 577 
only slightly lower than the average conversion efficiency, which is close to the maximum efficiency 578 
of the TEG modules used (a little above 5%). This means that the system has been thermally 579 
optimized and that the efficiency is mainly limited by the efficiency of the modules used. Once higher 580 
efficiency modules are used, the system is likely to provide even better performance. 581 
It is important to compare the performance of the present concept against results from literature. A 582 
comprehensive revision of automotive TEGs has been made by Shen et al. [3]. Regarding the highest 583 
performing prototypes reported in literature it is worth mentioning both Bass et al [40], Zhang et al. 584 
[41] and Liu et al. [42] which obtained around 1kW but for heavy duty (e.g. truck or military) engines, 585 
while one of the most successful projects involving automotive companies so far yielded a power 586 
around 600W at design conditions with a BMW X6 [43]. 587 
 588 
   589 
Fig. 13 – (a) Average and maximum Electric power produced by the system; (b) thermal to electric 590 
energy conversion efficiency and net TEG efficiency relatively to the available engine exhaust heat 591 
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The comparison with light duty engine studies seems even more advantageous, as well funded works 594 
such as those by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory recorded 300 W for high engine loads and around 595 
50W for normal driving scenarios [44]. It is also worth mentioning the work by Kim et al. [45] which 596 
used Constant Conductance HPs and achieved 350W. Naturally, it must be stated that these were real 597 
tests while the present analysis is still purely theoretical and has some simplifying assumptions. 598 
Nevertheless, the present analysis still yields quite positive results when compared with the 550W 599 
predicted by GM for a Chevrolet Suburban SUV [46] or the maximum powers of 188W/886W 600 
predicted for a light/heavy duty vehicle by Vale et al. [47]. Regarding the average power produced, 601 
it seems that the results of the present study are unparalleled in literature [3]. It seems that the reason 602 
for this lies in the fact that it is possible to convert the thermal level of the exhaust down to the ideal 603 
operating temperature instead of designing the system for a target range and then wasting excess 604 
power events with a by-pass valve. 605 
 606 
3.5. Consumption and savings 607 
Taking as a standard the roughly optimized case of a system with a 1/0.5 l of buffer/expansion volume 608 
and an initial pressure of 1.2MPa, the fuel consumption and CO2 emissions were calculated for three 609 
different cases: a conventional vehicle with alternator and mechanical peripherals (AC compressor, 610 
fuel pump, water pump); the same car with reduced alternator use (electrical needs partially produced 611 
from TEG system); the same car eliminating the alternator use (electrical needs produced entirely 612 
from waste energy systems); the same car eliminating the alternator use and switching the mechanical 613 
peripherals to electrically-driven ones (electrical needs produced from waste energy systems); 614 
Table 3 shows the expected consumption and emissions savings for the HW and WLTP3 cycles based 615 
on the accessory consumptions presented previously in Table 1. It may be seen that when the TEG 616 
system is used, there is a fuel economy benefit of around 6% for both cycles under consideration. 617 
Please note that a 6% reduction in fuel will correspond to a 6% reduction in CO2 emissions.  The 618 
electrical power produced in the highway cycle is sufficient to fully replace the alternator (as the 619 
average electrical needs are around 500W [23]). If all the peripheral components and alternator could 620 
be fully powered by the waste energy systems available in the car, then the savings in fuel could be 621 
as high as 12% for the highway and 24% for the WLTP3 cycle. The reason for the savings being so 622 
big in the case of the WLTP is that the relative weight of the peripherals in the total required 623 
mechanical power of the engine is very high. Also, the average efficiency of the engine is lower, so 624 
the elimination of the mechanical peripherals corresponds to a much higher fuel savings than in the 625 
case of the HW cycle. 626 
Table 4 shows the yearly fuel savings computed by the model for different user profiles. It spans from 627 
the EU user profiles with lower/higher average vehicle usage (15 k and 30 k km/year for UK/Poland, 628 
respectively [48]), to users with an intensive (60k km/year) or even extra-intensive use (120k 629 
km/year). 630 
Calculations were also performed for combinations of the HW and WLTP3 cycles in different orders. 631 
The fuel savings that the system can deliver are interesting, from 85 l for an annual use of 15 000 km 632 
in a highway cycle, to 883 l for the extra intensive use of 120 000 km on the double WLTP3 cycle. 633 
The potential maximum fuel savings, when all the peripheral components are removed, can be as high 634 









Table 3 - Predicted consumption, emissions and savings for several energy recovery configurations 642 
 
HW WLTP3 
Distance [km] 27.1 23.3 
Time [s] 1147 1800 
Average engine efficiency [%] 25% 18% 
Average required Mechanical Power [kW] 18.7 8.58 
Using TEG system: 
Power Produced (ave.) [W] 563 283 
Energy Produced [kJ/km] 23.9 21.9 
Average required Mechanical Power [kW] 17.6 8.1 
Fuel Saved [l / 100km] 0.57 0.68 
Fuel Saved [%] 6.0% 6.0% 
CO2 Emissions Savings [g/km] 13.6 16.4 
Removing alternator: 
Average Alternator Electric power [kW] 0.5 0.5 
Alternator Mechanical Power [kW] 1.00 0.91 
Average required Mechanical Power [kW] 17.7 7.67 
Fuel Saved [l / 100km] 0.51 1.20 
Fuel Saved [%] 5.3% 10.6% 
CO2 Emissions Savings [g/km] 
 
12.1 28.8 
Removing alternator and peripherals: 
Alternator and Peripheral Mechanical Power [kW] 2.24 2.06 
Average required Mechanical Power [kW] 16.5 6.51 
Fuel Saved [l/100km] 1.13 2.73 
Fuel Saved [%] 12% 24% 




Table 4 – Calculated yearly fuel savings, in gasoline litres, for several user profiles  646 
km/year HW WLTP3 HW-double WLTP3-double HW-WLTP3-HW 
Using TEG system 
15 k - minimum EU (UK)  85.2 102 90.7 110 95.2 
30 k maximum EU (Poland) 170 205 181 220 190 
60 k intensive use 341 410 362 441 381 
120 k extra intensive use 682 821 725 883 762 
Removing alternator and peripherals 
15 k minimum EU (UK) 169 409 169 409 233 
30 k maximum EU (Poland) 338 818 338 819 466 
60 k intensive use 677 163 677 1638 932 
120 k extra intensive use 1354 3275 1355 3275 1865 
 647 
 648 
4. Conclusions 649 
The present work assessed the efficiency gains of a vehicle incorporating a temperature-controlled 650 
exhaust heat thermoelectric generator (TEG) suitable for highly variable thermal input (e.g. driving 651 
cycle). This generator concept incorporates a variable conductance thermosiphon (TS) whose 652 
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function is to act as a thermal interface, downgrading the temperature at which the exhaust energy is 653 
supplied to the thermoelectric modules to an optimized level, irrespective of thermal load.  654 
The main novelty of the present work was the detailed thermal modelling of the variable conductance 655 
TS, including the computation of the evolution of the inner pressure and temperature of the system 656 
(in previous publications, pressure and boiling temperature was considered fixed), based on the 657 
computation of masses and volumes occupied by the fluids, as well as the corresponding electric 658 
power output provided by the TEGs during two different driving cycles. 659 
An assessment of the influence of the expansion and buffer volumes, and pre-charge pressure of the 660 
system on its performance and a study of the annual energy/fuel and CO2 emissions savings obtained 661 
with the implementation of the system for typical European usage were made. 662 
The following findings were made: 663 
- It was possible to model realistically the heat transfer and the pressure/temperature variation 664 
from the exhaust of the car to the TEG generator via the TS along highly variable driving 665 
cycles. The results indicate that indeed it is possible to maintain the TEG temperature within 666 
a controlled temperature range avoiding both thermal dilution and overheating. To the best of 667 
the authors’ knowledge, the temperature control feature proposed by the authors is unique in 668 
TEG systems. 669 
- Although bigger expansion and buffer volumes provided higher thermal stability for the 670 
system, smaller volumes maximized the electrical output. Allowing for some mild 671 
pressure/temperature variation seems advantageous for this purpose. 672 
- Average generated electric powers of 563W and 283W were predicted for a custom highway 673 
(HW) and the WLTP class 3 driving cycles, which seem to be state-of-the-art results for such 674 
light duty vehicles. Considering energy production per km, the results were much closer (24 675 
and 22 kJ/km, respectively). The reason for these good results seems to be that the active TEG 676 
modules are always operating near top efficiency due to the thermal control achieved over the 677 
hot face temperature and because the system is able to downgrade the temperature of high 678 
power events instead of wasting them using a by-pass valve. 679 
- Considering the reductions in alternator use, the fuel and CO2 emissions savings obtained with 680 
using the TEG system were around 6%. If the alternator could be eliminated altogether and 681 
the air conditioning system and water/oil pumps turned into electrical components driven 682 
exclusively by waste energy recovery systems (including regenerative braking), the fuel and 683 
CO2 emissions savings could be as high as 12% and 24% for the HW and WLTP driving 684 
cycles, respectively. 685 
- Annual savings in gasoline for using the TEG system could be as high as 102, 205, 410 and 686 
821 l / year considering EU users with lowest average vehicle usage (UK), highest average 687 
vehicle usage (Poland), intensive users (60k km/year) and extra-intensive users (120k 688 
km/year). These figures would jump to 409, 818, 163 and 3275 l / year in the case where 689 
peripherals are driven exclusively by waste energy recovery systems. 690 
The concept herein analysed seems to have very good potential for vehicle waste energy recovery 691 
applications, especially in situations where available space is not so critical (e.g. heavy duty 692 
applications). Therefore, it is paramount that extensive theoretical and experimental research be 693 
carried out to explore this potential and eliminate its limitations in volume, cost and form factor. 694 
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AC Air Conditioning 
HW Custom Highway driving cycle 
GHG greenhouse-gas 
HE heat exchanger 
ICE internal combustion engine 
OEM Original Equipment 
Manufacturer 
ORC Organic Rankine Cycle 
TE Thermoelectric 
TEG Thermoelectric generator 
TS thermosyphon 
VCTS Variable Conductance 
Thermosiphon 
WLTP3 Worldwide harmonized Light 
vehicles Test Procedure class 3 
driving cycle 
Greek symbols 
∆t time step 
∆ℎ𝐿𝑉 latent heat of vaporization, J/kg 
𝜌 density, kg/m3 
Subscripts and superscripts 
𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 equivalent metal (mass) to 
account for thermal inertia 
𝑝 iteration p, in time 
𝑢 iteration u, in pressure 
convergence algorithm 
𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑟 vapour (property of) 
𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 water (property of) 
Variables 
𝑐𝑝  specific heat at constant pressure 
J/(kg K) 
𝐸 thermal energy, J 
𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 condensation energy, J 
𝐸𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 evaporator energy, J 
𝐸𝑡𝑜 𝑏𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 Energy required to reach 
boiling/saturation conditions 
𝐸𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑛 Energy reaching the evaporator 
interior and coming from the 
exhaust flow 
𝐿 length, m 
𝑚 mass, kg 
𝑃𝑒 electric power, W 
𝑇 temperature, °C 
𝑇𝑏𝑜𝑖𝑙 boiling temperature 
𝑇𝑇𝑆 Thermosiphon temperature 
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